
Marketing Committee Meeting Notes 
June 2, 2022 

 
Meeting called to order 8:40 
 
Committee Members in Attendance 
Sara O’Brien 
Dana Schield for Aidan Ryan 
Tom Strand 
Jonathan Toman 
Meagan Thompson 
Katy Houston 
Dave Harris 
Indiana Martin 
Committee Members Absent 
Molly Sharples 
Becky Leinweber 
Eric Nissen 
Jess Johnson 
Jessica Kimber 
Kimberly Tebrugges 
Natoya Furlow 
PK McPherson 
Staff in Attendance 
Doug Price 
Amy Long 
Alexea Veneracion 
Sheridan Powell 
Jack Hebert 
 
Welcome & Introductions 
 
Destination Video 
The video, partially funded by the CTO Marketing Matching Grant, is progressing on schedule. The title 
of the video is “See For Yourself” and presents about a dozen real and imagined “bad” reviews of 
Colorado Springs while the video shows exactly the opposite of the criticism. Because there is risk in this 
approach, we hired a professional script writer and collected input from the marketing committee, a 
focus group, a local comedy company and the board of Directors. Film locations have been selected and 
outreach to these locations and model recruiting has started. Filming will begin in early June and the 
video will be completed in early July. Gray Warrior is a local photographer and videographer who will be 
shooting and editing the project. The three resulting videos will be the focal point of a campaign to 
market the region to leisure travelers. A key focus of the video is to include diversity of all kinds in a 
respectful and authentic way that doesn’t call out our differences, but rather shows Colorado Springs 
can be enjoyed by everyone. 



The committee asked about how staff will handle negative social posts and complaints. Staff will closely 
monitor social media. We may not need to respond every time since others on the post will come to our 
defense. Posts will be hidden only if they contain profanity or hateful comments. We will take the 
conversation offline if a person wants to have any discussions with us. We can also use data such as the 
US News #1 ranking for COS being a desirable place to live to help address concerns and complaints. The 
committee things it’s a good idea we’re using local influencers as part of the campaign who can also 
chime in when there are negative comments. 

 
Official Vacation Planner 
The campaign to promote the 2022 Official Vacation Planner is starting later than it has the past few 
years due to VCOS changing creative agencies. The campaign is near completion and will launch the 
week of June 6. 
 
The 2023 OVP is progressing on schedule. The articles have been determined and the wireframes (layout 
for each article) are complete. Writing and photo selection will start next. We are in the process of 
updating the sales materials. Ad pricing will be the biggest concern. Paper pricing will necessitate a price 
increase, though the amount is not yet known. Amy is working with PK and Jason Cutler (VCOS CFO) to 
develop a preliminary budget so that pricing can be finalized soon. Sara said The Broadmoor purchases 
paper ahead of time to secure good pricing. She also inquired about Partners providing input on how 
they are portrayed in the guide. The staff will be sure to reach out to Partners in the future when they 
are included in editorial. Editorial that appears in one year of the guide is not likely to appear in 
subsequent years.  
 
Advertising Campaigns 
Staff reviewed creative for the ShareCOS campaign, which will raise the profile and support of tourism 
promotion for Colorado Springs and the Pikes Peak Region.  
 
Media Updates 
VCOS staff is assisting with the Society of American Travel Writers event, hosted by Pikes Peak Region 
Attractions. About 24 writers and influencers are coming to the region and will visit all 29 of the PPRA 
members. Several writers are also doing pre and post-tours.  
 
The Peak Into COS Podcase is going well with nine episodes recorded seven posted and two in post-
production.  
 
Two influencers are being hired to generate content for VCOS social – these are one-time contracts for a 
specific number of posts in June.  
 
VisitCOS.com Performance 
 
Sessions and other stats were shared from 2019, 2020 and 2021. Sessions are up slightly from 2019 but 
down substantially from 2021, which is concerning. VCOS staff has a meeting scheduled to discuss this 
with Tempest and Orange142. Most of the traffic drop has come from organic search and it started the 
day the new site launched. A dip in traffic is expected with a new site for a month or two, and across the 



industry, traffic is down from 2021, but this decrease in traffic feels too large and drawn out, even with 
these two factors taken into account.  
 
Next Meeting 
 
The next meeting will be Thursday, August 4, 2022 at 8:30 a.m. 


